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Random House USA Inc, United States, 2009. Hardback. Condition: New. New.. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Authentic, No-Fuss Mexican meals From Chile-Glazed Pork Chops to Dos Leches
Flan, Lourdes Castro offers clean, vibrant flavors that are the essence of great Mexican food. In
SIMPLY MEXICAN, she presents authentic recipes that don t require a fortnight to prepare or
extended shopping forays to find rare ingredients. Castro honed her knowledge of traditional
south-of-the-border dishes by teaching the fundamentals to adults and children at her Miami
cooking school, and now she s introducing real Mexican fare that works for busy cooks every night
of the week. SIMPLY MEXICAN features easy-to-prepare, fun-to-eat favorites with big flavors, such
as Chicken Enchiladas with Tomatillo Sauce and Crab Tostadas. Once you have mastered the
basics, Castro will guide you through more advanced Mexican mainstays such as adobo and mole,
and show you how to make the most effortless savory and sweet tamales around. With cooking
notes that highlight useful equipment, new ingredients, shortcut techniques, and instructions for
advance preparation, SIMPLY MEXICAN demystifies authentic Mexican meals so you can make them
at home in a snap. With this book Lourdes Castro has added a spark of...
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ReviewsReviews

Absolutely essential go through pdf. Yes, it is actually play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. You are going to like how the article writer
compose this book.
-- Pinkie O'Hara-- Pinkie O'Hara

Simply no terms to clarify. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom I am just delighted to let you know that this is the very best publication i have
got read through during my individual lifestyle and could be he very best pdf for actually.
-- Mr. Caleb Quigley MD-- Mr. Caleb Quigley MD
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